Acto Fotografico Photographic Act Spanish
1. identification details - ufvinternational - photographic act. our aim is for students to understand
photography as a communicative act, learning our aim is for students to understand photography as a
communicative act, learning to observe study and comprehend the photographic image, from an ethical and
aesthetic point of view, 1. identification details - ufvinternational - photographic act. our aim is for
students to understand photography as a communicative act, learning our aim is for students to understand
photography as a communicative act, learning to observe, study and comprehend the photographic image,
from an ethical and aesthetic point of view, la especificidad semiótica del texto fotográfico - of the
photographic text abstract semiotic theories are confronted in the present paper to generate a discussion
around photography. in this article, the three ontological times from photographic act are described and it is
characterized since thetriad:icon,indexandsymbol(peirce,1894;1987)thesametime, the principles of singularity,
attestation and designation are considered (dubois, 1986 ... devolver a imagem a fotografia como ato
etnogrÁfico - the aim is to elucidate that the photographic act permeated my relation to the community
during all my fieldwork, emphasizing the importance of the images produced, both for the anthropologist and
for the group reflexiones sobre el espacio en el proceso fotográfico - it examines the implicit subjectivity
in the act of the “photographic cut”, the choice of frame, the instant of shooting and the consequent
configuration of the excluded space. it proposes to alter the unity of the photographic space. …el espejo nos
acechaba […] los espejos tienen algo ... - photographic discourse; shallow, vulgar, non-aesthetic, copied
and fake. the essay suggests the essay suggests that mobile technology and the digital world have serviced
the narcissistic social ego. performatividad y representación fotográfica. - dialnet - from the observation
of photographic acts, this paper presents five areas of development: 1) the photo readed as an image act, 2)
photographic performance, its 1 doctoranda en comunicación social por la universidad nacional de la plata
(unlp). «mirada interior» la fotografía como herramienta de ... - processes are generated through the
interaction that facilitates the photographic act, allowing in this way, to create more positive inter and
interpersonal relationships by converting the time of sentence architecture, the art of looking and visual
culture - open to connotation and interpretation of this reality. >hether visual language is photographic or
not, ... yet images do not always result from an act of conscious or intentional looking. soriano also said:
ºactually, looking is no longer remembering, or thinking. the arts of looking are unpredictable, informal,
unconscious. they have no permanent value. none is essential. they are fleeting ... miradas fragmentarias:
sobre los desnudos en la obra ... - points of view: a retlection on the photographic act and its object, a
reflection on the meaningful condition of the gaze and the limits o f its possibility to grasp the wholeness o f
the body together with the spectra of its senses, and a reflection on the corporal experience and the nudity in
the domains o f eroticism. the different photographic series of norma patifio, that explores through ... la
comunicación a través de la mirada: las dificultades de ... - guide will take us to the study of the roles
played by different tools in the act of seeing. binoculars, windows, photographic cameras and their accessories
will all reduce the freedom in structure: life inside the house of bernarda alba - acknowledgements
since my thesis is about the house of bernarda alba, i must thank the people whose excitement, passion, and
insight helped enliven and enrich the process and product. in motion - utahmoca - the act of defying the
borderline. las prácticas artísticas del artista de performance mexicana ocío boliver destacan injusticias r
sociales experimentadas en las sociedades represivas. en su obra, ella critica la religión, el machismo, y las
luchas cotidianas que enfrentan las mujeres mexicanas. su arte es polémica, con una estética que se puede
describir como grotesca, comentando sobre ... tres fotobrafÍas dende onde o mundo se chama galicia photographic practices of the early years of political transition in the subsequent configuration of the role of
photojournalism in the media enterprises. this article tries to establish an anthropological link between certain
images to punctuate the signification of the photographic act and, finally, to highlight the value of the act of
viewing, and the photos remembered, those images that ...
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